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System Recommendations: Context
The initiative established by the Workforce Development Board fosters system-level
enhancement that is anchored in a compelling vision, strategic goals, and strategies. At
the core of this initiative is the inclusion of operational implementation that optimizes
roles performed by multiple system performers. Toward that end, the Board’s request
for system recommendations as part of the Strategic Planning initiative represents a
future-focused commitment to designing and developing a Workforce Development
system that serves the County in an optimal manner.
Viewed in this way, the power of the Strategic Plan establishes the ongoing investment
in continuous improvement for purposes of fulfilling the demands of federal
requirements while embracing the spirit of the legislation by customizing Workforce
Development to meet the County’s needs in a highly effective and innovative manner.
The Maricopa County Workforce Development Board has positioned itself for national
leadership of Workforce Development through dedicated, inclusive, and methodical
advancement toward realizing its vision through the established goals and strategies
designed by the Workforce Board.
The Strategic Planning team appreciates the Board and Staff to the Board for making
available to the team the vast array of resources to enable the fulfillment of this
initiative. The team appreciates being provided direct access to Board members, staff,
and stakeholders during multiple meetings and work sessions. In addition, the team has
had access to all pertinent documents needed for examination and analysis to achieve
the purposes of this vital initiative.

Overview of System Recommendations Report
As an integral part of the Strategic Planning services provided by Sheila Murphy, LLC to
the Maricopa County Workforce Development Board, this report represents an analysis
of system strengths and opportunities for refinement. The scope of work for Phase 3 of
the Strategic Planning initiative (System Recommendations) encompasses the
following:
1.

Specify organizational and Workforce Development system changes to ensure
optimal integration of the MCWDB mission, vision, values, and strategic
initiatives developed during the Strategic Planning session.
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2.

Clarify and simplify an integrated system view that reflects innovation applied to
opportunities to serve according to the tenets of the Workforce Innovation and
Opportunity Act (2014).

The resulting analysis is based upon the following specific elements associated with the
contract and initiative:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Needs Assessment report
Strategic Plan draft
One-Stop Center Staff Survey results
Observation of One-Stop operations
Interviews and review of reports of the One-Stop Operator
Observation of Board Committee/Work Groups
Observation of staff interaction with Board

To achieve the established purposes, this report is organized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Guiding Principles for Effective Systems
Description of Current Local Area Configuration
Approach to Conducting Analysis
Strengths of Current Configuration
Recommendations for Enhancement

1. Guiding Principles for Effective Systems
Keating, et al., (2015)1 provide guidance for system framing that “takes into account the
holistic nature of a system problem.” Of particular importance is the recognition that
system framing involves “a way of thinking” that acknowledges the inherent complexity
when working with social systems that seek to perform as “systems of systems.”
Workforce Development, like its counterparts in healthcare and Homeland Security, is
characterized by multiple stakeholders, each of which furnishes core or other highly
important contributions to the constellation of a local area Workforce Development
system.
The basic elements of a system are: a set of entities, a boundary, a pattern of
relationships, and feedback. 2 The presence of these basic elements sets the stage for
developing the advanced elements of a system, namely: goals, vision, mission,
strategies, and a design for implementation.

1
Keating, C., Calida, B., Jaradat, R., & Katina, P. (2015). Systems thinking. In Engineering Management Handbook (pp. 1-56, 2nd
ed.). Huntsville, AL: American Society for Engineering Management.
2
Keating, C. (2008). Introduction to systems analysis. [PowerPoint slides].
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Without the basic, required elements, what exists is not a system, but an aggregate
collection of components. 3 To achieve the status of a fully developed system, all
elements must be present and interacting to achieve the agreed upon system goal.
2. Description of Current Local Area Configuration
Keating’s specification of the basic elements of a system are relevant to the Maricopa
County Workforce Development Board in the following ways:
Basic Elements of a System
A. Set of Entities. Multiple organizations are included in the Workforce
Development area, and specific contributions are defined. Among the
organizations included are the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors, serving as
the Chief Local Elected Officials; Workforce Arizona Council (WAC) appointed by
the Governor of Arizona; the Workforce Development Board that is appointed by
the Board of Supervisors; the core partners designated by the Department of
Labor that authorizes the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (2014); the
One-Stop Operator; and staff to the Workforce Development Board.
B. Boundary. Designated by the State of Arizona, the Maricopa County Workforce
Area includes the county, and excludes the City of Phoenix.
C. Pattern of Relationships. Patterns of relating reflect messaging from the
Workforce Development Board to other system entities. The following patterns of
relating characterize three progressive stages toward productive system
development.
•
•

•

Communicative. At present, in response to roles defined by WIOA, Maricopa
County has designated the respective responsibilities of each entity and is in
the early stages of determining how to optimize such communication.
Coordinating. The Board and staff to the Board are in close communication
and determining how best to coordinate all entities included in the system.
The Board has authorized the One-Stop Operator to coordinate the core
partners.
Collaborating. The Board has established its vision, goals, and strategies, and
is in the process of refining these for operationalizing the work that it oversees
in Workforce Development for Maricopa County.

D. Feedback. As a workforce development system characteristic, feedback
represents responses from entities other than the Workforce Development Board
to the Workforce Development Board regarding the implementation of Boarddeveloped goals. Such input provides evidence of progress relative to the
achievement of the system goal.
3

Keating, C. (2008). Introduction to systems analysis. [PowerPoint slides].
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•
•

At present, feedback consists of baseline observations by staff to the Board
and the One-Stop Operator in its quarterly reports describing One-Stop
structure and positioning for performance.
With the recently developed Strategic Plan, there now is an anchoring device
from which to build meaningful feedback to the Board by other entities in the
system.

Advanced Elements of a System
Of additional relevance to the MCWDB are the following considerations about advanced
elements of a system:
A. Well-defined vision, goals, and strategies that conform to the federal- and
state-directed mission for Workforce Development. As part of the current
Strategic Planning initiative, the Workforce Board has recently convened to
create a strong vision supported by goals and strategies designed to bring the
vision to fruition.
B. Design for Unique Needs of Maricopa County. The MCWDB shares a
recognition that the unique needs of the service population, including employers
and job seekers, is focal and central to the evolving design of the local area
Workforce Development system. Throughout the individual interviews with Board
members and the interactive design session for creating the Strategic Plan, the
Board expressed dedication to customizing Workforce Development services to
meet the specific needs of job-seekers and employers throughout all districts in
Maricopa County.
As mentioned earlier, of particular interest to this system analysis is a distinction offered
by Keating between a system and what he terms an “aggregate,” meaning a gathering
of relevant system components (entities) that approach the level of being a system, but
which lacks the full connectivity and interactivity required of a true organizational
system. In the view of the Strategic Planning team, this distinction of an aggregate
applies to the current Maricopa County Workforce Development System. This status
can be interpreted as a natural situation resulting from the Workforce Innovation
Opportunity Act of 2014.
3.

Approach to Conducting Analysis

The design of the Strategic Planning initiative has facilitated the Strategic Planning team
to engage productively with the Board, staff, and stakeholders in an in-depth manner to
capture information, reflect on system capacity, and develop insights pertinent to the
Board’s functioning over the long term to fulfill its purposes. The following specific
elements have contributed to the satisfaction of such purposes.
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A. Needs Assessment Report.
The conduct of extensive interviews with Board, staff, and stakeholders facilitated the
gathering of experiences, perceptions, perspectives, and ideas from multiple sources. In
addition to the formal Needs Assessment Report, the Strategic Planning team was able
to infer several system-related perspectives that inform the present report, focusing on
both system strengths and opportunities for system enhancement.
B. Strategic Plan Draft.
Facilitation and documentation of the strategic plan for the Workforce Development
Board provided an important opportunity to explore the Board-designed vision, goals,
and strategies designed to fulfill the mission of the local area board. The endeavor of
engaging in the development of a Strategic Plan provided the Board the opportunity to
design a compelling message that is imbued with clarity. Such clarity of messaging
serves to stabilize the Board’s own commitment to its work while representing to
stakeholders a document that specifies the design of shared work to be performed by all
roles involved in the local area Workforce Development system.
C. One-Stop Center Staff Survey Results.
The Strategic Planning Initiative included a survey of One-Stop Center staff to
complement the analysis of the Workforce Development system. To that end, a formal
online survey of staff providing services on behalf of the Board through the One-Stop
Career Centers in the East and West Valley locations allowed the Strategic Planning
team to gain insights into staff views about the nature of their work and the potential for
realizing the vision and goals established by the Board. Of the 108 center staff, 44
responded to the survey (40.7% response rate). Results from the survey indicated that
staff perceive their jobs at the One-Stop Center to be rewarding and provide important
services to employer and job-seeker clients. Of additional importance was the view that
staff seek to connect with the Workforce Development Board to ensure clarity of
purpose and forward, energizing motion that expresses a unified vision.
D. Observation of One-Stop Operations.
The Strategic Planning team visited the one-stop center in the East Valley to gain an
updated, real-world experience of what employers and job-seekers have when they gain
access to services. Staff indicated that genuine collaboration between the Board and
One-Stop Center staff would enhance the motivational climate among staff and facilitate
continued enhancement of purpose and direction for Workforce Development serving
Maricopa County.
E. Interviews and Review of Reports of the One-Stop Operator.
The team conducted two interviews of the One-Stop Operator team to gain perspectives
relative to working style and approaches to advancing the system’s work toward
realizing the vision and goals established by the Workforce Development Board. In
addition, the team reviewed reports prepared by the One-Stop Operator to determine its
distinctive perspective regarding system performance and opportunities.
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F.
Observation of Board Committee/Work Groups.
The Strategic Planning team observed two Executive Board meetings on Thursday, July
12, 2018 and August 9, 2018. The team sought to attend two scheduled meetings of the
Youth Committee meeting on Tuesday, July 31, 2018 and August 8, 2018. Both
meetings were cancelled due to quorum issues.
G. Observation of Staff Interaction with the Board.
Staff and Board interaction offered a practical context from which to view system
functioning. The team participated in a meeting of the Board Chair and Board Staff in
addition to observing the formal meetings of the Executive Committee. These facilitated
the identification of patterns and styles of shared performance including roles and
responsibilities associated with governance and performance that express system
effectiveness.
4.

Strengths of Current Configuration

Based on the multiple sources of input to which the Strategic Planning team has been
exposed throughout the initiative as of August 23, 2018, the following system strengths
are noted by the Strategic Planning team:
A. Clearly delineated entities, beginning with the Chief Local Elected Officials, the
Workforce Development Board, staff to the Workforce Development Board, the OneStop Operator, and the partners stipulated by the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity
Act have been established according to regulations.
B. Talented and committed Workforce Board members have been appointed and
represent sectors important to the local economy. Knowledgeable Core Partners have
also been appointed, except Title II, currently awaiting appointment by the Board of
Supervisors, as stipulated by regulation for inclusion on the Board.
C. Experienced staff to the Workforce Board represent long-term and extensive
knowledge of the field of Workforce Development, in addition to substantial capability in
data system design and technical support of board functions and requirements
associated with open-meeting and other legal requirements.
D. Experienced management and staff at the One-Stop centers bring a range of
knowledge and experience in Workforce Development service delivery.
Overall the Strategic Planning team recognizes the wealth of talent present in the roles
important to the Workforce Development System.
E. Multiple perspectives. The diversity of viewpoints that define the service-based
system design represents an inherent foundational principle of the Workforce
Development system that serves Maricopa County. The Board is poised to continue its
connection to establishing meaningful and collaborative outreach and action to ensure
continually refined results to grow the diverse local area’s economy.
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5. Recommendations for Enhancement
In addition to the strengths of the system noted above, the following opportunities for
system enhancement are identified to ensure continuous developmental effort to
achieve the status of a fully-functioning Workforce Development system. It should be
noted that the strategic plan plays a fundamental role in anchoring such ongoing
refinement. Current plans for establishing ongoing Goal Work Groups inclusive of Board
members and knowledgeable professionals show strong potential for providing
meaningful developmental directions designed to further Board and system
development. To design and develop a fully collaborative system that fulfills the vision,
goals, and strategies of the Workforce Development Board, Board Development
represents a positive contributor toward realizing the goal of a fully functioning
Workforce Development system.
A.

Establish Board Development
•

Define Board development according to purpose, method, target goals, and
desired practical outcomes.

•

Formalize the delivery of Board Development by establishing specific targets
of performance and measuring achievement according to agreed-upon timelines.

•

Position Board Development as educational and practical and demonstrate
results that express its value specifically.

•

Shared commitment to system thinking as a foundational principle.
Members of the Workforce Development Board and core partners demonstrate
commitment to system thinking. The acknowledgment of system strength in the
presence of continually changing conditions and uncertainty represents a
cornerstone of capacity for the design. Of special importance is the need to
invest in consciously designed development of the Board, ideally emphasizing
the following elements:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

•

Orientation to system thinking (Systems Thinking Characteristics Survey)
In-depth, conscious collaboration skills
Interactive styles and fluency in deliberation (Interactive and Collaborative
Styles of Board Members Survey)
Productive outreach to all system role occupants to ensure coherence in
meeting system goals
Leadership and optimization of specific Board roles to ensure productive
system development and improvement

Refine Board Development through meaningful work and coordination
among Board members that facilitate collaboration among primary
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economic sectors identified at state and local levels along with core partners of
the Workforce Development system of the County.
•

Support fluid and rapid advancement toward meaningful progress on
Board-developed goals by ensuring primary focus on the achievement of such
goals in an incremental manner that is clearly understood by all Board members
and stakeholders.

B. Design Emphasis by Workforce Development Board
•

Refine the Strategic Plan through assigned goal work groups composed of
Board members and appointed stakeholders to ensure accountable and
complete implementation of the Board’s Strategic decision making.

•

Invest in integrated, streamlined, simplified services that express the
system-level vision and goals established by the Board in its Strategic Plan.

•

Invest in simplified and understandable messaging to customers and the
public regarding the vision and goals of the Workforce Development system.

•

Productive Investment of Board’s Time. Establish a method for addressing
compliance issues in a manner that optimizes available time for meaningful
service integrity and innovation.

•

Continue to invest in strengthening the Workforce Development Board as
the primary engine for guiding and directing the creation of public value for the
Workforce Development System serving Maricopa County. Specific opportunities
related to Board Development are presented below.

•

Establish a culture of ongoing design engineered by the Workforce
Development Board and supported by stakeholders, including the authorizing
body of the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors, core and other partners
delivering services, and private, public, and nonprofit agencies that comprise the
Workforce Development system for the local area.

C.
•

Role Clarification
Define both the specifics of each role and how the roles interact. Build
mutual expectations that define how the following roles interact:
a.
b.
c.
d.
d.
e.

Board Chair
Executive director
One-Stop Operator
Committee Chairs
Work Group Chairs
Committee and Work Group members
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D.

Development of System Relationships
•

Formalize and Optimize a Strong two-way Communication between the
Workforce Board and the County Board of Supervisors.

•

Establish as a strategic endeavor a meaningful coordination with the Board
of Supervisors through a proactive effort to inform, establish two-way dialogue,
and security support of the Workforce Board’s initiatives as primary value-drivers
for Maricopa County.

•

Ensure a meaningful presence on the Board of Supervisors agenda on a
regular basis. In association with this endeavor, clarify the vision and strategic
goals by the Workforce Board, gain understanding and buy-in, and sharing the
ongoing design of operational strength and meeting and exceeding performance
metrics,

•

Establish and Invest in a Proactive Relationship with the Workforce Arizona
Council (WAC).

•

Proactively approach WAC with leadership and that optimizes the role of
Maricopa County Workforce Development Board, based on Maricopa
County’s status as a primary, large-scale Workforce Board in the State. Focus
statewide efforts on the basis of the County’s scope and reach, as well as
diverse populations and communities served.

•

Establish and foster Collaboration between the Workforce Development
Board and Partners Delivering Services

•

Develop collaboration between the Workforce Development Board and
service delivery. Schedule presentations and dialogue related to service
innovation and practices to ensure mutual understanding, service expectations,
and opportunities to enhance the delivery of services. Include question-andanswer periods of the Board with people having direct knowledge of service
practices that clarify opportunities for development of practices and processes.
As an example, the Board has expressed interest in ways of expanding the
number of sectors and businesses within sectors that utilize the One-Stop
services. Sharing evidence of progress in achieving this endeavor represents an
ideal application of connecting the Board to service delivery.

•

Establish the relationship between Workforce Board Member Interests and
the One-Stop Staff Expertise. Provide ways to pursue value-generating
combinations of Board member contacts with Center-based staff to facilitate the
realization of initiatives such as integrating individuals with Developmental
Disabilities into the workforce. This opportunity can blend direct knowledge of
One-Stop service professionals and Board members representing sectors that
can benefit from such an initiative. The idea itself exemplifies the spirit of the
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Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (2014) by seeking to serve the specific
needs of the Maricopa County service area in distinctive ways. Board members
are positioned to participate actively in working with One-Stop professionals to
formalize referrals, furnish leads, and deliver presentations designed to enrich
the connectivity among parts of the Workforce Development system.
•

E.

Optimize the role of the One-Stop Operator by emphasizing Board
expectations of deliverables. Maximize the One-Stop Operator’s ability to
demonstrate results and educate the Board regarding progress toward and yield
of specific outcomes in response to Board-developed strategic goals.
a. Clarify and simplify specific role expectations of the One-Stop Operator
with professionals at the One-Stop Centers
b. Establish two-way role expectations for shared work products that blend
talents of the One-Stop Operator and Center staff.
c. Refine expectations and deliverables to ensure brief, informative,
meaningful reporting and dialogue with the Workforce Board pertinent to
achievement of Board-designed goals.

Configure the role of Staff to the Workforce Development Board toward
facilitating system relationships.
• Configure the role of staff to the Workforce Development Board in such a way as
to make communication, coordination, and collaboration among all parts of the
system a fundamental reality. Simply stated, staff to the Board would be
responsible for planning and arranging direct communication (feedback) among
key system entities. Through the appropriate blend of formal presentations,
informal dialogue sessions, printed information-sharing, and encouragement of
public comment, staff to the Board would facilitate system enhancement and
responsiveness to the public.
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